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The Rate of Depreciation of Technological Knowledge:
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ABSTRACT
This paper is critical o.f studies that assume the rate ol depreciation ol technological knowledge
is exogenoasly given and constant. lt argues that the deveLopment ofrival im)enttons and/or the
e.xistence of a pool of inventions from whtch spiLktvers take pldce impact directLy on the size and
value of the stock of knowledge. Patent dtta seem ideal to test such hypotheses as patents represent a store o;f R&D knowledge, and the declining value ofthe exclusite ight to use an invention is reflected in the lailure to renew patent protection. The empirical model inclutles not only
rival invention and spilkner e|fects, but other tariables saggested by the existing literature,
such es renewal costs end investment dctiviry* (representing new niches for inventions). A new
quasi-pqnel pqtent dato set has been constucted, tracinq the survival characteristics of each

cohort of patents over the period 1950-75. The data allow the furst empirical tests of whether
the hazard rate from the patent stock is duratiou dependent, which we demonstrete is lirked to
the highly skewed distrihution of the value of patents. The ksng sample period also allows an
exploration of whether the inl"luences on the obsolescence of technological knowledge have
changed over the post-War period.

l. INTRoDUcrroN
IFN RECENT vEARS, a number of areas of

economic research have developed models that
require estimates of R&D (or patent) stocks, such as those which use the market value of
I
I*companies to test tle role ofintangible assets in determining company pcrformancs (recent
examples include Hall, 1993 and 2000). In most instanccs, such stocks are consfucted as a perpetual inventory measure, applying a constant rate of depreciation to past R&D expenditures
(often assumed to be 15 per cent per annum). Given the shift from 'manufacturing' to 'knowledge-based' production and the anecdotal evidence of the growing significance of intangible
assets, it sccms important to develop a more rigorous and dccpcr understanding of the size and
rate of depreciation of the stocks of intangible assets (ASB, 1995; Brockington, 1996;
Brookings, 1997), The present paper uses patent renewal data'?to provide estimates of the hazard rate from cohorts of patents granted in each of the yeals from 1950to 1975.3
The hazard rate is used as a measure of the rate of depreciation of the associatcd technological knowledge, which may be of value both for accounting and R&D decision making
purposes. Some care needs to be taken as to what we mean by this. The failure to renew is associated with the fact that it is no longer wofihwhile for the patent rights holder to rencw ths
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patent protcction. This may be for a variety of reasons, of which the most obvious might be that
the technological knowledgs has bccomc obsoletc- However, it may not be the only reason, for
example, the technology migbt remain 'state of tbe art', but associated economic conditions
may change such that further commercial exploitation of the invention may ncver again be eco-

nomically viable. The failure to renew the patent is an indication that thc invenlion was [o
this does not necessarily mean
longer generating monopoly rents lor the patclt rights holder
that it will not gencratc rcturns for socicty whcn it bccomes a public good. In what follows we
will use the terms attrition (referring to patent lapses) and depreciation (referring ro the likelihood that the commercial value of patent protection to the patent rights holder has lallen to a
value less than the costs of renewal). For simplicity we will assume that the terms patcnt attrition and commercial depreciation (including the decline in the options value of the patent right)
arc intcr-changcablc. Suppod for this is providcd by the positive relationship between the
lorgevity of patents and their conmercial value (see, for example, Harhoff et al., 1998).
The traditional view, therefore, is that current knowledge displaces past knowledge in
a process of creative destruction, which minors that of new products replacing old. Whilc this

will clearly be true of particular inventions (i.e. a new pharmaccutical compound is nore effectivc than an existing one), it may not be true of the pool of inventions in total. It has been
argued, for example, '...tbe routine and systematic use of the existing knowledge base ... has
given rise to a new economy in which the central organising factor in the process of technology creation is the ability of the system to distribute knowledge so it can be recombined'
(OECD, 1994, p. 120). This suggests that it may even be possible for an existirg patenr ro
become more valuable as new patent disclosure takes place, because the new knowledge suggests new options for the use of the existing knowledge, Tbe present paper explores lhe extcnt
to which the rate of attrition of patents ftom the patent stock is dctermincd by the effects of
competition from new inventions (i.e. the result ofthe creative activitics of competitors) and the
spillovcrs from the pool of patented knowhow (i-e. arising from the additional profitable options
created by the inventive activity of other companies).a We specify a number of variables to rep-

resent both 'competitive' and 'spillover' effects, and control lbr a number of other possiblc
influenccs (i.c. the costs of rencwals, thc availability of ncw investnent niches, the economic
climate, etc.).
The empirical modelling in the present paper is undcrtakcn using a specially conshuctcd data set of renewal information, which we discuss and illushate in Section 2,3. In order
simplify our task, the data have been limited to patents granted during the period 1950 to 1975
(with patent renewals running through to l99l ), as this leaves the whole of the data largely l'ree
from any complications arising from the changes brougbt abour by the Patent Act, 1977 (.s!ch
as the move to a 20 year patent life and the introduction of the European Patent Convention and
rhe Patefi Cooperation Treqty).In addition, it means that all patents in the sample have either
now lapsed or reached the end of their maximum legal life (which, prior to 1977, was l6 years).
The data, organised as a series of cohorts accordilg to the year of patent grant broken
down by years of renewal, are uscd to construct thc hazard rate (i.e. the average probability of
a patent lapsing, conditional on it having been renewed up to that point). The present study
uses OLS techniques to estimate the empirical relationship explaining the hazard rate. In ordor
to avoid problems caused because the hazard rate, a takes values bctween 0 and 1, the dependcnt variable is specified in logit form, log(&{ 1-6}). The estimated coefficients, which indicate
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the eflcct of a particular variable on the log of the odds of leaving the cohot't, however. are reinterpreted to also indicate the percentage and percentage point impact on 6. The model also tcsts

for duration dependence, in other words, whether the conditional hazard rale ftom cach cohort
is dependent on the number of years that the patents have been rencwed to datc- In cstimating
the model. we control for cohort-specific ellects and the cffecls of the age of the patent for each
cohort, and demonstrate that these give a clear indicaLion oI the evolution of autononous depreciation over time. The data are both lelt and right hand censored, as we explain below, but as
the censoring is wholly deterministic, we argue that this should be accounted fbr by the cohofl
dummies and individual time dummies that distinguish the age of patents in cach cohort.
Evidence is provided from simple exponential decay tunctions to support the attrition
patent
of
cohorts (average hazard rates) of about 1 5 pcr ccnt pcr annum, at least for some of the
post-War pedod, which is consistent with the assumption olten made in the empirical literature

(Hall, 1993). However, we use thc data to demonstrate that, consistent with earlier work
(Bosworth, 1978), unadjusted mcasures of the hazard rates do not appear to be exogenously
given or constant over time. We return to this assumption atter produoing new estimalcs bascd
on econometric techniques and demonstrate that the ef'tccts of autonomous depreciation have
been increasing significantly over time and that thc duntion dependence of patent cohorts over
the sample period is negative (i.e. the conditional probability of lapse declines with the age of
the patelt). The results presented below based on renewal data are also consistent with thc highly skewed distribution of the commercial value of patents (Scherer. 1965 and 1996).
Section 2 outlines the extension of the traditional market valuation (Tobin's 4) models
to incorporatc the eflects of comperition and spillovcls on the depreciation and obsolescence of
intangible asscts. lt also dcmonstratcs how monopoly-increasing discretionary investmenls may
give rise to a form of competition directly analogous to Schumpetcr's 'crcative-dcstruction' ,
within a model that also incorporates spillover effects. Section 3 provides qualitativc cvidence
that the depreciation rates are not constant and are likely to bc, at least in part, economically
determined. It goes on to rcpofl regression rcsults for spccifications using economic variables
to explain thc rate of attrition from the patent sLock for a given cohort. Finally, Section 4 providcs thc main conclusions of this papcr.

2. CoMpETtrION, spILLovERs AND srocKs oF

TNTANGIBLE ASSETS

2.1 Perpetual inventory measurcs of knowledge stocks
The discussion of intellectual propeny in both the accounling and economics literature has
focused on some form of perpetual inventory mcasure of the 'stock' of intangible assets. This
approach has been used te construct both thc stock of 'R&D knowledge'and the stock of'patent
knowledge'. Examples include a wide range of research, from company case studics (Bosworth
and Jobome, 2001) through to the analysis of large scale tirm lcvcl pancl data sets (Hall. 1993).
The expenditures that gelerate such stocks are gencrally 'expensed'and, insofar as they have
value, they are estimated as a capitalised value of expenses (Donaldson, 1992). However, such
values are highly questionable, although we would perhaps not go so far as suggcsting, '..-capitalised expenses are, as an asset, pure accoun ng llctiont ... they arc truly worthless and should
be so treated.' (Donaldson,1992). In only a limited numbcr of cases has the literature attempted to estimate tie ratc of dcprcciation of the stock (Lev and Sougiannis. 1996) and, even here,
the rates are assumed to be exogenously determined.
-
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The main literature using these stocks focuses on their eff-ect on enterprise pertbrmance. There are two main strands of the litemture; one adopts output or total factor productivi-

ty

the'knowlcdgc production function' approach
Griliches, 1992 and 1995; Mairesse and Sasscnou; 1991;Mairesse and Mohen,

as the dependent variable (referred to as

fbr reviews

see

1995) and the other uses the market value of the company as thc dcpcndent variable (referred
as the market valuation approach
see Hall, (2000) ibr a review). In the broadest terms,
both approaches generally take the view that own-R&D and the pool of R&D outputs from all
companics6 arc both pcrformance-increasing, the latter through spillover effects (Griliches,
1992 and 1995). While the role played by each individual competitor's R&D seems to be central to the comp€titive process, it has rarely been analysed in the empirical literature on firm
performance,t This appears to be a crucial omission, as it aftbcts thc measurc of thc 'counterfactual', in other words what the firm's performance would have been if it had not undertaken

to

its R&D.8
2.2 Endogenei4 and duration dependence

The discussion of the valuation of patents has thrown somc light on the likely influences on
patent renewals. A number of studies have utilised patent renewal f'ees and thc attrition of the
stock of patents in force to attempt to estimate the total (private) value of the stock of patented
knowhow (Pakes and Schankerman. 1978; Pakes, 1986). We illustrate the approach using Pakes
(l9tt6), which is perhaps ths most sophisticated analysis to date from both theoretical and
econometric perspectives. In essence, the value ofthe patent stock is obtained from information
about renewal activity and renewal costs lbr different ages ofpatents in a given cohon (in practice, the empirical estimates were based on individual patent data pooled over a period of
between 20 and 30 years, depending on the country concerned). The model is based on thc
hypothesis that patents are granted at an early stage, before the 'uses' of the invention and,
hcncc, thc commercial value of the patented information, are fully known.e After patenting,
the firm incurs costs of R&D in scarching for new, more highly remunerated uses for the invention- Thus, thc firm pays thc rcnewal fec in order to maintain the option of exploring these
avenuss; once it fails to pay thc relcwal fcc, thc associated knowhow becomes a public good.
The sfucture of the modcl allows for threc possible outcomes, feyealing whether the
patcnt: (i) can never be profitably exploited; (ii) cunently does not have a profitable application, but still might; (iii) has a profitable line of use. Thc patenl continues to be renewed when
the existing retums that arise from the patented knowledge over the coming period, and the
anticipated value of the option from paying the renewal fee (which may give rise to higher
future revenues) exceeds the cost of renewal. Thus, the firm's choice ofwhether to renew or not
is based upon an optimal stopping rule (Pakes, 1986). The risk is that in continuing to search
for more profitable uses of a given invention, none will be found; alternatively, in giving up the
option on thc intellectual prope y, the inventor may miss some new and profitable avenue of
use.

The discussion of the Pakes model provides some suggcstions about duratiol dependence (i.e. the conditional probability of a pat€nt being rencwed having survived up to that
renewal date). Note that, for tbose inventions that have not found a profitable outlet yet, the
expected retums from continuing to search decline with age, given that the most protitable uses
tend to be investigated first and the number of years to the marimum life of the patent declines.
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This suggests a posillue duration dependence (i.e. the hazard ratc increases with age). However,
it is not clear what happens to the proportion of those 'still hopeful' (i.e- category ii above) within the remaining cohort: if this rises with age duration dependence could still bc ncgative. The
role of competition from subsequent inventions does not appear explicitly in the Pakes' modcl.
However, Pakes notcs that, 'Thc sccond possible outcorne is that the absorbing state does n()t
occur, hut the experiments do not result in a usc for the patented ideas that is more profitable
than the curent one. In this case current rcturns decay at thc ratc 6<1, as steps forward by other
agents in the economy gradually make obsolete the rqturns lrom the agent's own patent..'
(Pakes, 1986, p. 764).

2.3 Attrition from patent cohorts
The main data set concerns infbrmation about patcnt lapses (i.e. where the tenewal fee is not

paid to the Patent Office) and patent expiry (i.e. wherc the patcnt reaches the end of its legal
life). The data on lapses and expiry is taken from what was known in carlicr ycars as the Annual
Report of the Comptroller General ol Patents, Designs and Traderuarks and morc rcccntly as
the Patent OJfice Annual Repofi Ltnd Accounts. The data relate to the aggregate patent rcncwal activity, no systematic data are currently available at lower levels of aggregation in thc UK,
although this may bc possiblc in fic futurc (Bosworth and Filiou, 2002). The renewal data are
set oul in cach year of the Report as paten ts rcnewed for the 4th. 5th, . . ,, 16th year (and after
the 1977 Act,4th, 5th, ..., 20th year). Renewal fccs do not have to be paid until the 4th year
and cease to be paid on expiry (i.e. ar the 16th or 20th ycars, dcpending upon the prevailing Act
under which they were granted). Thus, if we observe the 4tb year rencwals at lime /. these relate
to patents granted four years earlier, while 5th year renewals relatc to patents gmnted five years
previously, In order to trace a sequence of cohorts, the data are manipulated such that we
observe all of the subsequent renewal activity for patents granted in a given year. Given that thc
rcnewals run from ycar 4 to year 16 inclusive, this implies that the data are in some sense lefi
and right hand censored, although the censoring is not so complex as that arising liom issues of
selection and self-selection. We retum to the way this is taken into account in Section 3 below.
While the discussion in Pakes (1986) is oI rclcvancc to the question of endogeneity, it
does not provide any practical evidence. The only evjdencc that dcpreciation rates are endogenous comes from the fact that the rates vary across patent cohorts and over timc (Bosworth,
1973 and 1978). The hazard rates of patents fron the 195G1975 oohorts (constructcd as the
number of patcnts lapsing from thc stock of patents that continue in eKistence up to that rcncwal date
see equation 6 below), by length of life of patent, are shown at five year intervals in
Figurc -1. Thc years of patent grant run tiom 1950 to 1975, but. for simplicity, only two have
been labelled (1960 and 1975). There are slear differences from cohort to cohoft, with the hazard rates in the early stages of renewal (i.e. betwcen ycars 5 and 6 of patent life) varying by up
to 5 percentage points. However, despite there diffcrcnccs thc figure suggests that the hazard
rate constructed from the raw renewal data exhibits positivc duration dependence (i.e. the hazard rate from the cohort increases with age). The degree of variation across cohorts suggests that
the average hazard rate for each cohort is likely to vary over time. Furthcr confinnation of this
can be found in Figure 2, which presents the average annual hazard rates fbr each cohofl in turn.
These rise from around l2-14 per cent pel annum in the early post -war pcriod to about 15- l6
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Figure

l: Ilazard rates for selected cohort

by age of patent

per cent per annum in the first half of the 1960s, after which the rate shows an almost ) monotonic decline back to amund the value it staned from at the beginning of the sample period. This
finding gives some support for the average rates of depreciation of R&D stocks, of around 15
per cent, assumed in the literature (see, for cxample, Hall, 1993).

Figure 2: Average hazard rates by year of grant of the cohort

2.4 IMPLrcATroNs oF EN,DocENErry

In this section, we explore the implications of non-constant, endogenous depreciation rates for
the cxisting literature. For ease of expositio[ we assume that R&D is the principal activity that
determines the magnitude of the firm's intangible assets. The market value of the ith company
at time t, Y,,, is now writtcn as,
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\t = Ffr4 Pq pq
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q

Spq

(1)

I

k=1

where: 1( is the stock of the firm's tangible assets; RS is the (relevant) stock of R&D knowledge; i denotes the lth company andj theTth (a competitor') firm; spillovers occur trom the pool
of q firms. The literature suggests that,

dv't,
dnsu

d'' .o ond dv- ru
dRS,,
allRso,/

Thus, the contdbution of RS,, should be measured having controlled for RS,,, and a failure to

control for the effects of competitor's R&D rnay result in an under-estimate of the returns to
own-R&D (as own-R&D app€ars to have less effect than it actually has). This highlights the
imponance of the counterfactual in estimating the retums to own-R&D, In practice, however,
there are at least two problems with this approach. First, as we have already noted, the role of
compctitor R&D has largely been ignored in the empirical literature. Second, although thc cquation controls for competitor R&D, the estimatcd valuc of i's stock (i-c. a/lS,, whcre ais the estimated coefficient) rcmains unalfcctcd by thc rcsearch output offinnj. We krow of no existing
example in the cunent literature that allows the stocks to be inter-related.
The knowledge production function that broadly corresponds with equation I can be
wnttcn.

Yt,= g( K,,.Et,.RS.,.RS,,.I RS",

(:2)

)

where most of the notation cardes over, nut yi, r,utu" uai"d, r< is a measure of the tangible capital stock and E is employment. This equation suggests that increases in total factor productiv
ity are improved by the firms own R&D stock and by the overall pool of R&D knowlcdgc.

aYt> 0 and .-Dv,."' =>0, whereas the effect of competitor R&D is like to have anega-ji-ialtRs,,l
aRs,, trv,,
tive effect. ""' <0. Note, however, that where the stocks are pre-constructed on the basis

d RS,,
ofassumed rates of depreciation, they have exactly the same problem as those reported in equation 1. In thc case of the knowledge production function approach, however, one part of the lit
eraturc has focused on cstahlishing the rate of dcprcciation of own-R&D, using some variant
of.
(3)
= AK! E! Rli R!; ...R:x

\

where, R,, denotes research undcrtakcn by firm

i

at diflcrcnt points in time t (t= 1,

unit ofR is assumed equally productive in thc scnsc ,h"t p =

+*

...,

r?).

Each

= constant, but the effec

tiveness of R&D dcprcciatcs with time, (wherc I dcnotcs thc most reccnl ycar and n the earliest year). Nevertheless, while the pattcn of decay of the influerce of past R&D can in principle be conplex. it is still fixed and exogenously determined outside of the model,
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3. EMPIRICAL EVIDENCE
3.1 Modelling depreciatiln ratet
The main thrust of the present paper is that thc timc pattcm of p itself should be determined
endogenously, by factors such as rivals' R&D and spillover effects. Consideq for example, the

following simple relationships,
p2=
m

P3=P2-a-B

R,

j

+vt

p,.,=

pr-a-

p

:, Rti+f L

RS2=pj-2a-B

p,-na- F

(4a)

RS/

t (R11+R2i)+Y

i

( RS7

+ 45,

.1

(4b)

n.l

2 j=l
2 n,1+y I !

r=l k= I

t=1

RS,r

(4c)

where R refers to the R&D expenditure and RS to the R&D stock. There are l,? competitors
whose R&D may (adversely) aft'ect firm i over the n periods that its R&D output would otherwise survive. Spillover cffects from the R&D stock occur across a pool of 4 companies.r0 It is
clear from the sequence of equations that a represents autonomous (linear) depreciation of the
effectiveness of R&D. Endogenising the rate of depreciation of the various stocks in the market value and production luncrions (such as equations I and 2), however, would result in
cxtremely complcx functions. Howcvcr, the general principle is important
that the rate of
depreciation of the stock of R&D knowledge is not independent of future competitive and complementary R&D activities and therefore needs to be modelled.

Patelt renewal data, however, offer an opportunity to explore thc impact of the
autonomous depreciation, competition and spillovers on knowledge stocks, at least at an aggrcgate level. The main advantage of the renewal data is that they offer direct measures of the rate
of anrition of the patent stock and, thereby, a proxy for the depreciation of the stock of technological knowledge created in any panicular period, corresponding closely to equation 4. Such
data allow us to tracc thl3 attrition to anv Datent cohort over time.

i,,-,=r,,t-a,,)

where P'denotes the number of patents, liom cohort I in existence (i.e. surviving) at time

ts'
1,

and

6,, denotes the proportion lost between, and t+1. Thercfore, we can write,

_P",- P",.r =

P,,

Or.t

(6)

where d., can be interpreted as the hazard rate, in other words, the (conditional) probability that
a patent from cohon f will lapse in period t, having survived up to that point in time (Kiefer,
1988; Greene, 1990, pp. 715-727). Values are not constructed 1br the unobserved beginning or
end of period (i.e. 0-4 years
when there is no requirement to pay renewal fees, or from the
year
when the patent lifc has ended).
end of the 16th
Note that in the staldard perpetual inventory measures of patent stocks, d = constant,
but, in the present paper, we argue that 6is likely to be a function of a variety ofinfluences suggcstcd by thc theory outlined above and by eirlier empirical results- Thus, we write the gener-
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al fonn of the empirical specification as.
J( 671)= a +

brt,

+ cxt +

dPcrl

The telm ?,, denotes a set of cohort dummies

-

+ e PStt+ .f

iXzt+pt.r

(.7)

these allow the average autonomous depreci-

ation rate to vary from cohofl to cohort and, in addition, the term

?,

denotes a 'time trend' esti-

mated for eacb cohort
this allows for duration dependence within each cohort. We believe
that the fact that each cohort effectively has a different constant term and a different slope goes
some way to allowing for the left and right hand truncation of the data.
Allowing for duration dependence is an essential feature of the model, enabling the
hazard ratc to dep€nd upon the lengrh of time thc patented knowlcdgc has survived to datc. Wc
might obscrvc ncgative, positivc or no duration dcpcndcncc. The raw hazard rates calculated
from the renewal data and at least onc earlier piece ofempidcal research (Bosworth, 1978) suggest positive duration dependcncc. Thc outcome, however, is an empirical question, and we
demonstrate below that, once we control for other factors, duration dependence is negative (i.e.
the hazard rate falls with the length of period the 'invention' has survived up to that point). We

show. however, that this result is still consistent with the highly skewed nature of rcturns to
R&D, whereby a vcry large percentage of invcntions arc worlh little and a very small proportion are commercially extremcly valuable (Scherer, 1965 and 1996).

The equation also includes 'competition' and 'spillover' effects, as well as the inlluence of other variables, Thus, PC., represents a measure of tbe number of patents in competi-

tion with cohort t patents still in existence at time /. Likewise, PS,, denotes a measure of the
pool of patents from which cohort ? might benefit if still in existence at time t. Tbe literature
suggests that a variety of other variables. X may be important in explaining renewal activily,
including the cost of renewals. The renewal cost variablc undcrpins thc litcrature on the ilommercial value of patcntcd knowlcdgc (Pakcs and Schankerman, 19?8; Pakes, 1986). We return
to the precise definition and measurement of all of these variables below.
3.2 SAMPLE

PERToD

While, in principle, it is possible to undertake econometdc analysis using equation 7 for a
longer sample period, the present paper focuses on the period 1950 to 1975, primarily because
of the cffects of the Second World War on patenting activity prior to this period and thc cllccts
of thc major changes to the patenting system brought about by Lhc Patent Act, 1977. Note, however, that, whil{r thc grant data only run to 1975, thc reneEal data still run though to 1991. The
period from 1950 to 1977 covers a pcriod governed by the Palent Act, 1949, which was essentially a domestic system (altlough it followed many years of international harmonisation of
dornestic laws), under whioh bot}l domestic and forcign inventors applicd lor protcction within
the UK. Patents wcrc awardcd to thc first applicant and protection lasted for a maximum of 16
years. The procedure involved application, examination and grant, with a period for objection
by otber 'inventors', It normally took a considerable time to process applications, resulting in
around a three year lag between application and grant.
The Patent Act, .1977 representcd a significant departure in both the law and the administrative procedures of the Patent Office. From the viewpoint of the present study, the most
impoftant aspect is that the system became considerably more complex at lhis point-
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Applications continued to be processed for some years \ndet the 1949 Act, although the last
bulk had gonc through the systcm beforc the end of l98l. The lirst grants ]Jx,der the 1977 Act
appe ed in 1978 and. by 19?9, exceedcd those under the 1949 Act.The kcy complicating factor, however, was the moye towards an international patcnt system (as opposed to a system
based around the international harmonisation of domestic laws), with the introduction of the
European Patent Convention ar.d, the Patent Cooperation Treatt,
A furthcr key change was in thc procedure leading to grant, with the new sequencc
involving: application, first publication, rcqucst for examination, examination and sccond publication (grant). This change is particularly relevant as it was intended, in part, to help alleviate
some of the back-log in unprocessed applications, resulting in a speedier passage through the
system. Obiections could be lodged at the stage of frrst publication (unlike the US system in
which publication still does not occur until after grant). In practice, the introductior of the
'international route'did much to relicve the growing prcssure on the UK domestic system.rr
Finally. as we have already noted,Ihe Patent Act, 1977 changcd the maximum life of a patent
liom 16 to 20 years.
At the present time, therefore, in order to test the model, we have restricted the sample to the years 1950 to 1975, such that norc of the data are affected by the major changes in
1977. This has the further advartage that all patents takcn out in our sample period have either
lapsed or reached their legal maximum patent lile (i.e.by l99l).

3.3 DEFnrmoN oF THE
j.3.

I

VARIAtsLES

Dependent vartabLe

Following our discussion ofthe attrition rate, d (see equation 6), we now describe the form used
for the dependent variable in the empirical estimates. Givcn that d.r. which denotes thc attrition
from patent cohort x at time t, has an upper value of unity, we follow the standard practice and
tlansfbrm this variable into logit form, writing the dependent variable,

", [0'l

rs.,

u =,o*Lr_u.l

This has the property that (6/{ l-6})-10 as 6-+0 and (6/[ 1-E])-+- as 6-+1. Thus. log [ ] can
be interpreted as t}te log ofthe odds of leaving the sample during the period in question. Belou

.

we interpret
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as the percentage change in thc odds

ofleaving thc cohort
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It is fairly easy to demonstrate the relationsbip between this and the probability of leaving the
cohort- Rearranging equation 9 yields,
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which is the percentage change in the hazard rate caused by a unit change in;r. In addition, the
percentage change in the hazard rate caused by a one per cent change in,r can be obtained by
rnultiplying through equation 10 by the mean of -r,
3.

3.2 Independent variah

Le

s

Renewals and Renewql Fees

A further important lcaturc 0f the institutional system is that patents only continue in existence
after their fourth year of life, on paymcnt of renewal fees. The existing literature suggests that
renewal fees have an effect on patent survival (see, for example, Pakes. 1986). Figure 3 shows
renewal fees fbr year 5, 10 and 16, deflated by the producer price index. The ligure demonsfatcs lhc way in which renewal fees increase *ith the age of the patcnt and over timc. During
the first half oI thc pcriod, renewal tees were kcpt at constant nominal ratcs for a number of
years, before bcing incrcascd to allow for the effects of inflalion. This meant that the real costs
of patent renewals tended to fall during pcriods whsn nominal prices were pegged (and more so
the higher the rate of inflation), before.jumping upwards when they were adjusted (again followed by a period of fall). In the latter part of the period, fees were adjusted on a more continuous basis to keep in line with (or ahead o0 the rate of inflation
this can be sccn quitc clcar'smooth'
ly in the relativcly
series after l9ll0, as shown in Figure 3.
Figure 3: Trends in real patent renewal f€es
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The other feature of the data on renewal fees is that the relative fbes charged lbr renewal at dit:
fcrcnt lengths of life oi the patent has changed over time. Figure 3 again shows this bJ, comparing the real cost of rcncwals in the 5th, 1oth and 16th ycars- We can demonstrate this quite
simply by taking the ratio of the 16th/5th and l0tlv5th in 1950 and comparing these, with the
same ratios in 1991. In 1950, the ratios are: 2.01 (loth,/5th) and 3.23 (16th,/5th); in 1991, tbe
ratios arc l.5l (lOthi5th) and 2.77 (l6th/5th). In fact this is an intcrcsting rcsult from a policy
perspective! as there arc grounds tbr the Patent Office to subsidise applications (i.e. for reasons
of disclosure) and to penalise longer-lived patents (to ninirnise the social costs arising from the
patent monopoly),
From the point of view of the present paper, however. it demonstrates that there is considerable variation in real renewal fees, both over time and across diffcrcnt ages ofpatents from
a given cohort. The variables included are the real cost ofrenewals (Cost1) and the conespon-
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ding variable squarcd (Cost2)

-

see

Table

1.

Competition

priori we anticipate that cxisting patents will havc to fight off competition from new inventions. We represent this competition by the cumulative sum of subsequent patents following the
grant of the patent cohort in question. Subsequent patents build upon the knowledge disclosed
in earlier patents and, hence, in principle, ought to be associated with superior inventionsHowever, invention is a dsky business both fiom technical and commercial vicwpoints and,
while, on balance, subscquent inyentions should displacc carlier inventions, there is no guarantee that this will always be the case. Indeed, we argued in the introduction that subsequent
patent disclosures may reveal new information that indicates new options for existing patented
knowledge. Thus, we use a measure of subsequent patents that continue in lbrce up to the point
that tbe rencwal deoision is made about the existing patent (Compl). Our assumption is that
Compl should havc a competitive effect increasing the rate of attrition from the coho in quesuon.
We also include Comp2, which is a measure of patents granted subsequent to the
cohort in question, but which are allowed to lapse prior to the renewal decision in question.
These were originally expected to be of a higher quality than earlier patents and, therefore,
given they have not bccn renewed, this is an indication that thcy failed to find a profitable outlet. Thus, the lapse of subsequent patents associated with 'failed inventions' is not going to raise
or lower the attrition rate from the cohofi in question because of any competitive ellect, but may
raise it insofar as it acts as a signal to some of the earlier and potentially inferior inventions that
ro profitable outlet is likely to emerge.

A

Spillovers

As in other studies of this type, it is not immediately clear how to dcfine the pool from which
spillovers occur. In the absence of other information, the pool js generally defined as the total
stock of R&D or patent knowledgc. In the casc of the prcsent paper, given that we are arguing
that patent disclosures may form the source of such spillovers, the corresponding variable to the
one that appcars in thc R&D literaturc appcars to be the cumulativc sum of all patents granted
up to that point in time. Given that patents prior to the beginning of the sample period can be
assimilated within the constant terTn, we proxy the pool by the cumulative sum of patents over
the post-War pedod up to tie datc of the rencwal in question.

Quality of competition, quality of the cohort and duration dependence
A number of measures of the quality of the patents being renewed are constructe.d. The most
obvious is that based upon thc assumption that applications through thc domestic system by UK
residents arc likely to contain a higher proportion of rnore trivial ideas than those from abroad.
Ideally, bowever, we would like this information about the breakdown ofthe subsequent patcnts
in forcc, but, in order to do this we would rcquirc information about the foreign vers,s domestic composition of rencwals, which is not availablc in thc published statistics. Nevertheless, we
can include proxies for this variable lor each cohort by estimating the proportion of domestic
to foreign patents at the time of grant (Quall). Clearly, howevet this vadablc is constant across
the life of any particular cohort and only varies acress cohorts. Given the other variables
described below, it appears a fairly weak candidate.
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The form of the data, which appcars as a time series of cohorts, lends itself naturally
to the inclusion of cohort dummies, r,- These take the form of a dumny variable for each year,
tt=l for coho t in every year thal cohort is prcscnt and T,=0 otherwise (note that we exclude

the first potential dummy for cach sample uscd for cstimation, which then acts as the base
group). The coefficient on this variable can be interpreted as the autonomous rate of depreciation for each cohort, where cohorts with higher rates of decay are associated with a lower average quality of inventive output.
While tbis dummy provides some information about the avcrage quality oI thc cohort.
it docs not control for the marginal quality of the remaining Fatcnts on which thc rcnewal decision is being madc. ln other words, thc average quality of patents in 'younger' age categories is
likely to be lower than the corresponding quality amongst the 'older'categories. In the present
study, we use the cumulative sum ofpatents lost ftom the cohort up to the renewal date in question as a proxy 1br rhe quality of that cohort (Qual2). We would expect this to be a powerful
variable insofar as the earlier renewal behaviour fbr the cohort reflects the DroDensitv to rencw
at the marcin.
Table

Notation

d",'

I

Summarv: Notation and Definition of Variables

Name in Table 2

Ptt- Pt -t+l

Delinition
hazard rate

Pr,r

r"el

dependent variable: log of thc (conditional) odds of leaving
thc cohorl

Present but not
shown in Table 2

average quality of the cohon: year dummy

Timel

duration dcpendence: time trend for each cohort

Compl
Comp2

cumulalive sum ol' \ub\cqucnl rurviving patcnls
cumulative sum of subsequent patents lost

p(

Spilll

spillovers lrom the pool of all patents prior to fenewal

v

Costl

renewal fees (real)
renewal tees squarcd (rcal)
c;uality ol'cohon: ratio forcign to dorne'tic patent grants
quality of cohort: cumulative sum of renewals for that cohon
up to the point of renewal
GDP level (real)
GDP gowth rate (real)
investment level (real)
investment growtl rate (real)

f

16,

T1

tr

,,

f s

--l
lt-ol

Cost2

Quall
Qua12

Econ I

Econ2

Invl
Inv2

l
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Finally, we estimate the 'duration dcpendence' of cach cohort using a series of time
rends 2,, onc for each cohort t. This providcs information about whether the conditional probability of the patent lapsing increases. remains constant or dccreases with the length of life of
rhe patcnt. In effcct, thc duration dependence cocfficient is estimated within the larger sample
from the 11 renewal categories available for each cohort. Civen the inclusion of Qual2, whosc
cumulative nature is likely to have some degree of trend effect for each cohorl., this will provide
a fairly exacting test of the role played by the duration dependencc variable. Similar to the
cohort dummy variable described above, thc time trends are rcpresented by an overall (average)
timc rcnd (reported in the table of results) and a series of cohort time trends, omitting the first
cobort (reported in Figure 4).
Economb actit,ity
The precise timing of the termination of patent lifc within the rnaxinum period allowed may be
depende[t on the prevailing economic conditions. In particular, we hypothesize that the hazard
rate is likely to be lower during boom periods and higher during recession, other things being
equal. Thus, we use the level and the rate of growth of GDP (Econ I and Econ2 respectively) as

indicators

of the economic

climate (both

in real terms)- However,

since the work of

Schmookler. patcnting has always becn linked to investment actiyity, although this relationship
was developed in terms of the effects of investment on the incentive to invent, rather than the
effect on renewal activity (see especially Schmookler, 1966). In ordcr to covcr this possibility,
we also include series reflecting the level and rate of change in investment in plant and machinery (lnvl and Inv2, both in real terms).

3.4 EcoNoMETRrc RESULTS
This scction prcsents lhe econometric results cxplaining the attrition from the series of cohons
from 1950 to 1975. It is important to point out that the period covered is a very long one, and
while the arguments outlined above about the sign of the variables appear robust, il seems
important to check tbr maior shifts in parameter values by sub-dividing the period. It should be
stated from the outset that we are expecting to find changes in parameter estimates over this
period. The War-time research, for example, gave rise to a number of radical new areas of
invention that were exploited in the early post-war period (i.c. jet engines, radar, etc.). In addition, the opening up of national markets led to significantly higher international competition
(i.e. competition from foreign inventions) in the latter part of the sample period. In addition, the
increasing availability of electronic patent data bases, with high speed search engines revolutionised the ability to utilise the disclosed inlbrmation, Investigation of a number of sub-periods shows that the coefficient estimates shifi fairly gradually, but continually with time. In what
follows, therefore, we provide results for the sub-periods of 1950 to 1959 (beginning ofperiod)
and 1966 to 1975 (end of period), as well as for the period 1950 to 1975 as a whole.
The main results are set out in Table 2. Note that the first column for each of the three
periods shows the impact of a unit change in the dependent variable on the log of the odds of
the patent not being renewed (and the second column gives the associated t-statistic). Given that
the log of the odds is not always easy to understand, the third column shows thc percentage
impact on the hazard rate of a one per cent change in the indepcndent variable. Finally, given
that the attrition is itself measured as a rate (see equation 6), the founh column gives the per-
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centage point change in the hazard rate caused by a I per cent change in the indcpendent variable. Thc table is divided into three sets ol columns, one lbr thc bcginning of pc od (i.e. the
fint tcn ycars), onc for the end of period (i.e. thc last tcn ycars) and one for thc whole period.
The detailed individual cohort dummics, ?, and the time dummies for each cohort, /,, are not

prcscntcd in the table, but discussed extensivcly in thc tcxt bclow, and shown graphically in
Figure 4 and discusscd latcr in thc Frcscnt scction.
Spillo\)er efects

The spillover effect clearly has a significant negative impact on tbe probability of leaving the
patent stock. A one per cent increase in the cumulative sum of patents up to the point in time
that the renewal decision is made (equivalent to a rise of about 6,500 patents) reduces the rate
of depreciation by about 4 per cent over the period as a whole (equivalent to a fall in d hy 0.6
of a percentage poin|. It is clear that the patent data suggest signilicanL spillover cffccts of the
type used toiustily the existcnce of the patent systcm, allhough, in this casc wc have showrI that
the prior inventions increase the quality and/or commercial impoftance rather than the volume
of subsequent inventions.
While the estimated spillover coefficients liom the logit specilication are signilicant
for both the earJy and late periods. the estimated magnitude of thc spillovcr effects is much largcr lor thc more reccnt years. A one pcr ccnt risc in thc pa|cnt pool in the latter period (equivalent to almost 10 thousand patcnts) lowered the hazard rate by 10.9 per cent (equivalent to about
1.5 percentage points). A one per cent rise in the patent pool in the early period (equivalenr to
about 3,500 patents) gave rise to a 0.28 per cent fall in the hazard rate from the cohort (a fall of
only 0.(M percentage points). Thus an equivalent rise of 10 thousand patcnts in thc early period
only givcs risc to around a 0.12 percentagc point fall in the hazard rate. The reason may well
lie in the growth of electronic forms of searching and access to patent disclosure information in
more recent yeals.
C omp

etition and'si gnalling'

elJbct s

The cumulative sum of subsequent suryiving patents (Compl) is significant ovilr the period as
a whole, but not for thc two sub-periods. A one per cent increase in the number of subsequent,
but suniving patents at the time of the renewal decision increases the odds ofleaving the cohort
by just under 2 per cent, This seems to match with the two sub-pedod variables. The corresponding Comp2 result indicates that a I per cent increase in the number of subsequent patcnts
that are not rcnewed also gives rise to just under a 2 per cent rise in the hazard ratc. Thc rcsults
for thc two sub-periods, however, suggest that i1 is the 'signalling effect'of the failed subsequent patents that is the more important of the two influences (i.e. Comp2 rather than Compl ).
Again, although significant in the early period the ellect is much larger in magnitude in the second period.
Renewal;fees
The effect of renewal fees (Costl ard Cost2) has changed somewhat over the period, but both
the early and late results are entirely consistent with the hypothesis that llrms do take note of
renewal costs, and higher fees increase the hazard rate liom the patent stock. The changc ovcr
the period suggesls that, in the 1jm1 dccadc, the later/higher renewal fees at greater ages of
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patents had an incrcasing effect at the margin (1950--59), u'hilc thcy had a dccrcasing clfcct aL
the margin at the end of the period (1966-75); note that the turning point of the quadratic for
1966 to 1975 occurs well outside of the renewal period.

Economic climate

All of our experiments with the model indicate the key lole of investment activity in determining hazard rales from tbe sample. ln this process, we have investigated both tho level and ratc
of changc of investment- During the earlier part ol'the samplc pcriod. thc lcvcl of invcstmcnt
appeared to be more imporlant, whilc at thc cnd of thc pcriod, the rate of change of investment
activity dominated. Both variablcs, howcvcl cxhibit coefficients with consistent negative signs.
Over the period as a whole, a I per cent rise in the leyel of investment acdvity gives rise to a
0.01 per cent reduction in the hazard rate from the cohort (equivalent to a 0.004 percentage
point fall), while a one percentage point increase in the rate of change in invcstment autir'ity
gives risc to a 0.21 pcr cent point lall in the hazard rate (equivalent to a 1.47 perccnlagc point
fall in the hazard rate)- lt is clear that ftcse. working in tandcm, will have a considerable efl'ect
taken from peak to trough over the investment cycle. This appears to provide an interesting
extension to what Schmookler (1966) suggested so many years earlier. The present study suggests $at investment not only appears to be important as a stimulus to invention (i.e.
Schmooklcr's 'demand pull' approach), but also as a mechanism by uhich invcntions arc
utilised and, therefore. as d stinTulus to renewdl dctiNitJ.
The econornic output variables are also interesting and should be interpreted in the
light of the presence of investment in the equation. The level of economic activity has a strongly ncgative impact on the probability of leaving the cohon. While its effect appears quitc small
(with a onc pcr cent rise in GDP producing a 0.07 per cent f'all in thc odds of leaving thc cohort
over the period as a whole (equivalcnt to just a 0.01 percentage point lall in the hazard rate),
again, over the business cycle, this could lead to quite large differences between peaks and
troughs. However, the rate of change in output had a sfongly positile impact during the latter
period, but was insignificant in the earlier period. In the later period. a one percsnlagc point risc
in the growth rate produoes a 2.42 percentage itcrease in thc hazard ratc (cquivalcnt to a 0.34
percentage point incrcasc). This result is confirmcd in thc findings lor the period as a whole,
although the positive impact of thc ratc of growth of output is slightly snaller. At first sight the
positive coefficient may seem counterintuitive, but we do not believe this to be the case. What
the result appears to be saying is that, if the economy is growing quickly, but invcstment is not,
patented inventions already in use bene|t, but thosc r?ot in use at that time do not- In othcr
words, this combination of growth does not yicld ncu, niches for currently unused ideas, but
confirms the demand for existing products.
Aut o no mo u s .l e p

re c

iat i?n

The avcrage annual rate of autonomous depreciation is pickcd up by thc year dummics. By
autonomous decay, we mean the hazard rate over time for a givcn cohorl having conholled for
the effects of all othcr right hand side variables. including duration dependence. The resulting
dummies are shown in Figure 4 by the line that rises from the bottom left to the top right. The
line is shown as an index with 1970=100, It can be seen that rate of autonomous decay rises
from an index valuc of about 60 in 1950 k) about ll0 by the end of the period. The almost
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monotonic rise in the depreciation rate is in considcrablc contrast to the pattern displayed by the
simplc cxponcntial cocfficients shown in Figure 2 above. We believe that the increasing rate of
autonomous decay are an indication that firms have been forced to work increasingly hard over
the post-war period to make their R&D expenditures in patentablc areas pay off. The trend in
autonomous decay may explain why the amount of patenting activity slowed, before it reached
a peak in the latc 1960s and thcn fcll away.

Figure 4: Autonomous depreciation and depreciation dependence
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Once we control for the other influences on attrition. the duration dependence turns out to be
negative, rather than positive (as is suggested from thc simplc observed hazard rates from each
cohort
see the Timel variable in Table 2). In other words, patents that survive fbr longer have
lower
a
conditional probability of leaving the cohort. The duration depcndcnce also exhibits a
pattern
distinct
over time, as shown by the linc that bcgins in the top left of Figurc 4, Thus, the
duration dependence coefhcient takes on larger negative values over the period 19-50 to iust
after 1960, exhibiting about an average 18 per cent reduction in the hazard rate per annum lor
survivors of the 1950 cohort, to just under 30 per cent per annum for the 1962 cohort. Thc figure then levels offbefore rising to around 26percenttbr the surviving patcnts ofthe lastcoho s
in the sample period.
We should just explore the shong negative duration dependence in the context of the
known, highly skewed returns to R&D found in tbe literature (Scherer, 1965 and 1996). If we
first take an average hazard rate of, say, l5 per ccnt, thcn the proportion of those patents
rcncwed in ycar 4 (the initial cohort) that remain in year 5 is 85 per cent. As the hazard rate is
assumed constant, the proportion remaining falls by 15 per cent year on year, reaching a valuc
ofjust over 14 per cent by the final year. This is shown by the dashed line (constant hazard
rate) irt Figure 5. The othcr two curves (legative duration dependence 1 and 2) show the effects
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of the negative duration dependence. Here it is assumed that the hazard rate decljnes by about
25 pcr cent per annum. The lwo curvcs diffcr only in terms ofthe year in which thcy reach the
average, 15 per ccnl depreciation rale (rcncwal year 8 in terns ofthe higher, continuous curye
negative duration
negative duralion dependence 1. and year 9 for the lower, dottcd linc
dependence 2). The shapes of the two curves imply that the chances of leaving the cohort are
much higher earlier in the period than at the end and that thc rnajority of the surviving patents
would be very long lived, if their legal lif-e had not been tcrninated. Despite the termination of
patent protection, it is quite possible rhat many of these inventions have been protected in othsr
ways by this stage. such as the building of brand image and the associated use of trade marks.
Wc concludc that thc chanses of survival change with the age of thc patcnt, causing a higher
proportion ofpatents to leave tbe cohort early. with a very small proportion surviving for a long
period. Given that the literature suggests a direct link betwccn length of renewal and commercial value (see. for example, Harhoff et a1.,1998), Lhc rcsult is consistent with the skewed distribution of retums, with the rnajority worth very little and a small proportion of very long lived
inventions that are comrnercially extremcly valuable.

Figure 5: Constant and negative duration dependence
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CoNCLUSToNS

This papcr is based upon a view of the competitive process bet$'ccn rival firms linked to the
creation and destruction of intellectual property. The model is consistent with a process of 'creative-destuction' of the Schumpeterian type but involving intellectual property rathcr than
products and processes per se. The results of competition between flrms producc a depreciation
of existing intellcctual propcrty in thc sense that, while the associated knowledge is not lost, it
becomes commercially less valuable, until it eventually movcs ftom the private to tbe puhlic
domain. The paper shows how this process rcquires a quite differcnt treatment of the stocks of
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intangible assets, which can no longer be approximated using simple perpetual inventory measures: as their rate of dcprcciation becomes endogenised through the impact of competition and
spillovers. Some simple calculations using tenewal data, bascd upon earlier studies suggested
that dcpreciation rates are neither constant, nor cxogenously given. However, some support was
found fbr average rates of depreciation of between 12 and 16 per cent per annum for at least
part of the post-War period (see, for cxampie, Figure 2), consistent with the 15 per cent per
annum often assumed for the R&D stock in the market valuation (Tobin's 4) literature (Hall,
1993).
Onc aim of this paper, however, was to attempt to cstablish whcther we could find evidencc of competitive and spillover effects in thc patent data. We argued strongly that patent data
arc a good place to look for such effects. For one thing, patents are olien taken to be an 'output'measure of the inventive process and, fbr another, the literature has always recognised that
the disclosure of information in a patent specification can contribute to future invcntive activity. In this paper, however, we have been more keen to try and cstablish whether changes in the
pool of patents increase or decrease the probability of patents being renewed (i.e. surviving in
our sample). We find that the size ol the patcnt pool prior to renewal has a significant positive
impact on t}le probability ofrenewal. In other words tlre existing pool ofpatents either improyes
the quality of the subsequent inventions or somehow improves tbe opportunities for their profitable exploitation. We also find cvidence of competitive effects, In particular, there is tentative

evidence fhat patents taken out aftcr the cohofi in question which remain in force tend to
incrcase the hazard rate. However, this is also true ofpatents takcn out after the cohort in question whish are not renewed, which we believe may act as a signal that no protitable opportunities exist, causing a rise in the hazard rate. Thesc results appear to be consistent with the
assumptions on which the patent system is basedOther factors also play a role in explaining the rate of depreciation. The results indicate a link between patent renewals and new investment activity, consistent with the seminal
work of Schmookler (1966). While higher levels of economic activity also tend to lowcr the
hazard rate, changes in the rate of growth of GDP had a positiye effect, It seems that investment
activity provides new opportunitics tbr the use of previously unexploited patents, but situations
of higher growth of output with given levels of investment do rot provide new 'niches' of this
type. ln other words, output growth without investment is profitable lor inventions that have
already found a nichs, bul not for the patented inventions still seeking a niche. Wc also examined the effect of renewal charges. Higher renewal fecs have been shown to have a negative
effect on renewal activity. While we show that the shape of the relationship between the probability of leaving the patent cohort and renewal charges has changed somewhat oyer the yea$,
it has done so systematically and in a way consistent with a positjve effect on the probability of
leaving.
We also demonstrate that, once we have controlled for competitive, spillover and other
exogenous influences thcre remails an autonomous mte of decay from each cohort. This
autonomous ratc is relatively low lbr the eafly post-war cohorts, but significantly higher for the
most recent (the index indicating the relative impo ancc oll autonomous decay approximate]y
doubles ovcr the period as a whole). This appears consistent wirh a high level of technological
opportunity in tbe early post-waf period, which may havc declined with the passage of tirne. In
other words, there was with a catch-up in the exploitation of the science and technology base
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It is also consistent with the increased dcgrcc oI global competition over the samplc
pcriod, with forcign invcntion activity, particularly in Japan and the USA assuming increasing
importance. Finally, it may be the result of increased electronic access to patent infbrmation,
that allows competito$ rapid ftacking of new developments. Tbe increasing autonomous rirtes
of depreciation are also consistent with the declining rate of incrcasc and cvcnlual peak in
paterting activity.
The work on hazard rates also gavc somc indication that the assumption of constant
ratcs of dcprccialion may not evcn hold across each cohort, let alone ovet tine. Having controlled for as many quality aspects as we can, we nevertheless find significan( neg.rtlvc duration
dependence (i.e. other things being equal, the hazard rate liom each cohort falls with age). Thc
likelihood of negative duration dependence stems tiom the incrcasing proponion of inventions
that have lbund market niches within the total (having controllcd directiy for the effects ofcompetitive inventions)- We have dcmonstratcd that, hased on the knowledge that longerlived
patcnts are on balance more valuablc, thc disrribution of patents by age is consistent with the
highly skcwed distributior of relurns found in the existing literature. In other words, the majority of patents are worth relatively little and a small prcpofiion is extremely long livcd and commerciallv very valuable.
post-War.

t,NDNOTES

1 Manchester School of Management, UMISI, PO Box 88. Manchester M60 lQD. Email:
derek.boswo(h@umist.ac,uk and Lirerpool Management School, University of Liveryool, Chatham
Building, Liverpool, L69 7ZH. Email: giobome@liverpool.ac.uk. The present pape. reports draws upon
rcscarch fundcd durjng: thc ESRC/DTI IP Initiative, ESRC Grant No. 32252-53005; a project on trademarks, ESRC Grant No. 325253036; and subsequcnt work funded by the UK Patent Otfice at the Oxtbrd
Intellectual Property Centre. We would like to rhanl< an anonymous releree, while any remaining erors
are the responsibiLity of the authors.

2. Patcnt protcction requires thc payment ol annual renewal lbes atler the t'irst four years of patent life.
Thcsc fees have to bc paid in cach country in which palent prolection is sought, and the magnitude of the
cumulative sum of future fees give firms a significant inccntjvc to revieu the value of the continued protection against the costs of protection- As the associated technology bccomcs obsolctc. the patent protection is allowed to lapse by companies through the noD-payment of rencwal fccs. In iuldition, patents have
a maxjmum lit'etime specilied by law (16 years for our sample period and 20 ycars morc recently),
3. Patent lapsc data have been extensively used in t}Ie lirerature: as indicators of the commercial importance of inventive output (Federico, 1958: Bosworth. l97l): to estimate the value of patents (Pakes and
Scha.nkcrmrur. 1978; Pakcs, I986; Lanjouw et al.. 1996), and to estimate the rate of depreciatjon of the
commercial value of technological knowhow (Bosworth, 1978).
4. Patents involve the disclosure of the technical dctails about the invention, which are a potentially
imponant source of information to inventors. Evidence of thc kcy role th disclosure plays comes lionl
the view that disclosure is a cost to the disclosing compaly be€ausc it cxpands ths stock of information
that other firms can utilise iu their invertion process (Hope, 1971; DTI, l9?9). In othcr words, the palent
monopoly is offered as an inducement to the inventor to discLose the secrets of their invention (Bochm.
I967. D. 7).
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5, While thc new data sct is novel and interestjng, ideally we would pret'er to work at the individual compruy lcvcl rather than using the total numbers of UK parents. More disaggregated data would yield more
detailed and clearer insights about the roles played by competition and spillovers.

6. Generally not all companies are relevant in defining the pool alfecting a pafticular enterprise. Various
methods of defining this pool arc discussed in Grjliches (1992).
7. Exccptions include Cohen and Levinthal (1989), and Megna and Klock (1993). There is. olcoursc. an
cxtensive game theoretic literature, particularly on patent races.
8. ln

essence, firms are perceivcd as seeking to establish and exploit their monopoly positions (Cowling

Mueller 1978 and 1981; Littlechild, l98l ). Paft of current monopoly profits

are reinvested in dynamic activitics, such as R&D. advertising, training and the like, wirh a view to maintaining and increasing thc
firm's future monopoly position. The resulting flows of future monopoly rents provide thc j ustification for
the current discretionary investments.

and

9. This hypoftesis could be rationalised using the 'prospecting theory' of patents, proposed by Kirch
( r9'7',7\.

10. Note that we adopt a slightly difterent measure of thc spillover pool in the empirical work, which
reflects the whole pool of patents from the beginning of our sample period, up to the renewal date.
11. ln praclice, the EPC routc itsell tumed out to be slow. at least in the early years of operation, taking
up to five ycars to handle the bulk of the applications through ro the stage of grant.
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